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ABSTRACT

We present a systematic study of the shape of the dust attenuation curve in star-forming galaxies
from the far-ultraviolet (far-UV) to the near-infrared (NIR; ∼0.15–2 μm), as a function of
specific star formation rate (ψ S ) and axial ratio (b/a), for galaxies with and without a significant
bulge. Our sample comprises 23 000 (15 000) galaxies with a median redshift of 0.07, with
photometric entries in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky SurveyLarge Area Survey and Galaxy Evolution Explorer-All-Sky Imaging Survey catalogues and
emission-line measurements from the SDSS spectroscopic survey. We develop a new pairmatching technique to isolate the dust attenuation curves from the stellar continuum emission.
The main results are: (i) the slope of the attenuation curve in the optical varies weakly with
ψ S , strongly with b/a, and is significantly steeper than the Milky Way extinction law in bulgedominated galaxies; (ii) the NIR slope is constant and matches the slope of the Milky Way
extinction law; (iii) the UV has a slope change consistent with a dust bump at 2175 Å which is
evident in all samples and varies strongly in strength with b/a in the bulge-dominated sample;
(iv) there is a strong increase in emission-line-to-continuum dust attenuation (τ V,line /τ V,cont )
with both decreasing ψ S and increasing b/a; and (v) radial gradients in dust attenuation increase
strongly with increasing ψ S , and the presence of a bulge does not alter the strength of the
gradients. These results are consistent with the picture in which young stars are surrounded
by dense ‘birth clouds’ with low covering factor which disperse on time-scales of ∼107 yr
and the diffuse interstellar dust is distributed in a centrally concentrated disc with a smaller
scaleheight than the older stars that contribute the majority of the red and NIR light. Within this
model, the path-length of diffuse dust, but not of birth-cloud dust, increases with increasing
inclination and the apparent optical attenuation curve is steepened by the differential effect of
larger dust opacity towards younger stars than towards older stars. Additionally, our findings
suggest that: (i) galaxies with higher star formation rates per unit stellar mass have a higher
fraction of diffuse dust, which is more centrally concentrated; (ii) the observed strength of
the 2175-Å dust feature is affected predominantly by global geometry; and (iii) only highly
inclined discs are optically thick. We provide new empirically derived attenuation curves for
correcting the light from star-forming galaxies for dust attenuation.
Key words: dust, extinction – galaxies: fundamental parameters – galaxies: ISM.
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Dust is a ubiquitous component of the baryonic Universe, potentially condensing out of the interstellar medium as soon as the first
generation of stars have expired and provided the requisite metals
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Dust attenuation curves

We follow the standard terminology (e.g. Calzetti 2001): extinction =
absorption + scattering out of the line of sight; attenuation = absorption
+ scattering into and out of the line of sight caused by local and global
geometric effects.
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dust attenuation curve in ordinary star-forming galaxies than found
in starburst galaxies by Calzetti et al. (2000, hereinafter C00).
On the other hand, the sensitivity of the shape of the dust attenuation curve to dust grain properties and dust–star geometry allows
us to extract information on the properties and distribution of dust
in galaxies. For example, a flatter blue/ultraviolet (blue/UV) attenuation curve is generally expected in the case of spatially mixed dust
and stars, as the least extincted stars contribute a greater fraction of
the total emergent blue light than red light (e.g. Gordon, Calzetti &
Witt 1997; Charlot & Fall 2000). Dust features, the strongest one being at 2175 Å, can provide further constraints. Models suggest that
the 2175-Å feature should vary in strength in galaxy spectral energy
distributions (SEDs), depending upon the properties and geometry
of the dust (Granato et al. 2000; Witt & Gordon 2000). Observationally, there is some evidence for a 2175-Å absorption feature in local
star-forming galaxies (Conroy, Schiminovich & Blanton 2010) and
high-redshift galaxies (Noll et al. 2009), but clear absence in local
starburst galaxies (Calzetti, Kinney & Storchi-Bergmann 1994) and
the SMC (Pei 1992; Gordon et al. 2003).
In this paper, we measure empirically the optical–NIR and UVto-NIR attenuation curves, using a sample of ∼23 000 and ∼15 000
star-forming galaxies, respectively, as a function of radius, specific
SFR (ψ S ≡ SFR/M ∗ ) and inclination angle (b/a), for galaxies both
with and without massive bulges. We achieve this by carefully pairmatching galaxies to remove unwanted stellar population signal.
Spectroscopic information provides a measure of relative dust content via the Balmer emission lines, allowing us to combine galaxy
pairs in such a way as to reveal an average attenuation curve with
very high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N).
The development of this new, robust, statistical method to measure dust attenuation curves in galaxies with a range of different
underlying stellar populations allows us for the first time to observe trends in the shape of the attenuation curve as a function of
galaxy properties. Deriving attenuation curves using different-sized
apertures enables us to measure the strong radial gradients in dust
opacity with ψ S . We compare dust opacity suffered by emission
lines to that suffered by the optical continuum, finding strong trends
with ψ S and axial ratio. Finally, we study the strength of the 2175-Å
dust bump which we find to depend on inclination and the presence
of a bulge. All these empirical results relate to the spatial distribution
of dust in galaxies, relative to stars of different ages.
In Section 2, we present our methodology, along with a brief summary of the formalism used to describe dust attenuation in galaxies.
In Section 3, we describe the data sets used and provide details of
the photometric information extracted from each one of them. In
Section 4, we present the attenuation curves, the shape of which
we characterize by measuring the slope in small wavelength ranges
in Section 5. In this section, we also present the radial gradients, a
comparison of attenuation in the emission lines and stellar continua,
and the strength of the 2175-Å dust bump. In Section 6, we provide an empirically derived fitting formula to correct the SEDs of
a wide range of star-forming galaxies for dust attenuation. Finally,
in Section 7, we present a qualitative model for the local and global
geometry of dust in galaxies, which is consistent with the majority
of our results.
Throughout this paper, we compare our results to the MW, LMC
and SMC extinction curves, and the local starburst attenuation curve
of C00. We adopt the MW extinction curve of Cardelli, Clayton &
Mathis (1989), which is defined over the wavelength range 0.125 <
λ/μm < 3.5, with the correction given by O’Donnell (1994) in the
optical region 0.3 < λ/μm < 0.9. We adopt the tabulated LMC
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(Meurer et al. 1997; Hughes et al. 1998; Bertoldi et al. 2003; Draine
2009). The presence of dust in galaxies hampers our measurements
of intrinsic galaxy properties, including stellar masses and star formation rate (SFR), when observations are limited in wavelength
coverage or availability of spectroscopic data (Calzetti et al. 2007).
It also impacts our measurements of global population statistics,
such as luminosity functions and colour–magnitude diagrams. The
strong systematic variation of dust content with stellar mass, SFR
and morphology can lead to significant biases in results if not correctly accounted for (Brinchmann et al. 2004; Driver et al. 2007;
Maller et al. 2009; da Cunha et al. 2010; Gilbank et al. 2010). For
example, unphysical correlations between estimated stellar masses
and inclinations can indicate an incorrect treatment of dust (Maller
et al. 2009), and luminosity, mass and SFR densities are found to be
higher when the larger dust attenuations in the discs of star-forming
galaxies are accounted for (Brinchmann et al. 2004; Driver et al.
2007). Dust expelled from galaxies and residing in galaxy haloes
(Wild & Hewett 2005; Hewett & Wild 2007) can even have implications for the estimation of cosmological parameters (Ménard,
Kilbinger & Scranton 2010).
For several decades, research into dust in galaxies focused around
the question of whether spiral discs are optically thick or thin. By
studying large samples of galaxies with varying inclinations to the
line of sight, in combination with models for the dust distribution
in galaxies, near-infrared (NIR) photometry, or rotation curves, the
amount of attenuation suffered by starlight before it reaches the observer can be constrained (e.g. Giovanelli & Haynes 2002; Masters,
Giovanelli & Haynes 2003; Driver et al. 2007; Maller et al. 2009;
Masters et al. 2010; Yip et al. 2010). The consensus is that the stellar continua in galaxy discs suffer 0–1 mag of attenuation in the B
band [or Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) g band], depending on
inclination. Galaxy bulges may well suffer greater attenuation due
to radial gradients in dust discs. Driver et al. (2007) find inclinationdependent attenuations in bulges of 0.8–2.6 mag in the B band.
While the extinction1 of starlight by dust can be measured with
relative ease along lines of sight to stars in the Milky Way (MW)
and closest galaxies (Small Magellanic Cloud and Large Magellanic
Cloud, hereinafter SMC and LMC, respectively), the integration of
light over the entire stellar population of a distant galaxy introduces
considerable complications. First, the dust is not distributed uniformly throughout the galaxy: there are dense birth clouds around
the youngest stars, there is a diffuse component exhibiting strong
radial gradients (e.g. Persson & Helou 1987; Peletier et al. 1995;
Boissier et al. 2004; Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2009), and there is some
evidence that diffuse interstellar dust is distributed throughout the
disc with a smaller scaleheight than that of the stars (Xilouris et al.
1999). Secondly, the dust does not approximate a uniform screen in
front of the stars: dust and stars are mixed, potentially causing an
additional scattering component which can affect the shape of the
attenuation curve relative to the underlying extinction curve. Indeed,
Boquien et al. (2009) suggest that variation in extinction laws and
dust–star geometry may cause the scatter in the dust attenuation
versus reddening (e.g. IRX–β) relation observed in star-forming
galaxies, and Buat et al. (2011) find tentative evidence for a steeper
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and SMC-bar curves of Gordon et al. (2003), spline-interpolating
on to our wavelength points.
Absolute quantities such as stellar mass and SFR are required to
match pairs of galaxies, and for these, we assume the standard 
cold dark matter cosmology with M = 0.3,  = 0.7 and h = 0.7.
The attenuation curves are based on flux ratios and are therefore
independent of cosmology, magnitude types and filter zero-points.

2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Background to dust attenuation laws
The many different formalisms used to describe dust curves necessitate a brief overview of the subject to allow orientation of our
work relative to other papers in the literature.
Light emitted by stars in external galaxies is affected by dust
in three different ways: (i) absorption; (ii) scattering out of the
line of sight to the observer; and (iii) scattering into the line of
sight to the observer. The first two combined is usually termed
‘extinction’. In this paper, we use the term ‘attenuation’ to mean
the average loss of light after integration over all lines of sight to
light sources throughout the entire galaxy, encompassing all effects
arising from the local and global geometric configuration of the
dust and stars.2 We use the term ‘effective optical depth’ to describe
the final observed optical depth, which is related to the attenuation
through Aλ = 1.086τ λ . Because blue light is scattered and absorbed
more than red light by dust grains, an overall ‘reddening’ of the light
is observed. In this section, we introduce the basic formalism used
to describe the effects of dust on the integrated light from galaxies.
Calzetti (2001) gives an extensive review of the literature up until
a decade ago, although note that the terminology differs in places
from that adopted here.

2

Some other papers refer to ‘single-line-of-sight’ attenuation, which includes effects (i)–(iii) but excludes global geometric effects.

= −2.5 log10 [exp(−τλ )],

(2)

= 1.086τλ ,

(3)

where I oλ is the observed luminosity, I eλ is the intrinsic (emitted)
luminosity of the source and τ λ is the effective optical depth of the
dust. Ultimately, it is this quantity that we wish to know in order to
correct the SEDs of galaxies for dust attenuation.
Observationally, the measurement of the overall amplitude of
extinction and reddening of light are usually separate tasks. It is
therefore practical to separate the attenuation into two components,
the amplitude (usually specified in the V band, τ V ) and the shape of
the attenuation curve (Qλ )3 :
τλ = τV Qλ ,

(4)

where QV = 1. In the case of extinction, Qλ is a function of the
distribution of grain composition, size and shape. When studying
the integrated light from external galaxies, Qλ is additionally a
function of the local geometry of the dust and stars, and the global
geometry of the galaxy (bulge and disc, and inclination).
Extinction curves have been measured along sightlines towards
stars in the MW, LMC and SMC. While the average curves of the
three galaxies are apparently entirely distinct, the individual sightlines in all three galaxies show a continuum of properties from steep
slopes with weak 2175-Å dust bumps like the average SMC-bar
curve to shallow slopes with strong bumps like the MW curve (Gordon et al. 2003). Unfortunately, current data are not good enough
to determine robustly the ‘hidden parameter(s)’ responsible for this
variation, although grain destruction by local star formation is often
assumed.
The attenuation suffered by light from stars in nearby starburst
galaxies, where the unattenuated stellar continuum varies relatively
little between galaxies, has been measured empirically from the UV
to NIR in a series of papers by D. Calzetti and collaborators (Calzetti
et al. 1994; Kinney et al. 1994; Calzetti 1997a; Böker et al. 1999;
C00). The attenuation curve was found to be ‘greyer’ (i.e. flatter) in
the optical than the MW extinction curve, qualitatively as expected
from the geometrical effects of mixed dust and stars. Additionally,
no evidence was found for a strong ‘2175-Å’ dust feature which is
observed in the majority of extinction curves measured along lines
of sight in the MW (but see Noll et al. 2009; Conroy et al. 2010,
and Section 5.5).
2.2 Measuring dust attenuation curves from pair-matched
galaxy samples
An observed galaxy SED can be described as an intrinsic SED
of unit stellar mass (I eλ ), multiplied by factors to account for the
total stellar mass, cosmological distance of the galaxy and internal
dust attenuation. Ideally, the two factors of normalization should be
estimated from a region of the SED that is not attenuated by dust.
In this paper, the longest wavelength point available to us is the
K band at 2.2 μm. We therefore normalize each galaxy by its Kband flux and retain a small correction factor throughout this work
3

Conversions between different parametrizations of attenuation curve
Aλ
E(B−V )
shapes are E(B−V
= kkVλ = ττVλ = Qλ .
)
AV
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The basic principle of our method is the same as that used to measure
the dust extinction along lines of sight through the MW and Magellanic Clouds, where the SEDs of pairs of stars of similar spectral
type are compared. Here, we calculate the ratio of pairs of galaxy
SEDs, where one galaxy is more dusty than the other, combining
many pairs to obtain a high-S/N measurement of the attenuation
curve. Just as with sightlines to stars in the MW or local galaxies,
the method is only valid where no significant bias exists between
the spectral types of the more dusty and less dusty galaxies. To
ensure this, we match galaxy pairs in gas-phase metallicity, specific
SFR (ψ S , corrected for dust attenuation using the ratio of Hα to Hβ
luminosity), axial ratio and redshift.
To ensure that we always divide the SED of the dustier member
of the pair with that of the less dusty member, we use the ratio of
Hα to Hβ luminosity as a measure of relative dust content. Our
method is independent of, and insensitive to, the absolute dust content of the galaxies. In Sections 4 and 5, we calculate the average
attenuation curve for samples split by specific SFR (ψ S ), axial ratio
(b/a) and stellar surface mass density (μ∗ ), in circular apertures of
increasing physical size. We use the resulting attenuation curves to
study the changing shape and amplitude of the attenuation curve
with each of these properties. In Section 6, we provide an empirically derived prescription for the attenuation of starlight by dust in
external galaxies as a function of their ψ S , b/a and μ∗ .

The attenuation Aλ , in mag, at a given wavelength λ is given by
 o
Iλ
,
(1)
Aλ = −2.5 log10
Iλe

Dust attenuation curves
which allows for small amount of dust attenuation in the K band
( τ K ) during the fitting procedures. The normalized SED (F λ ) can
be written as
I eN
(5)
Fλ = λ exp(−τλ ),
fK

where τ λ ≡ τ λ,1 − τ λ,2 and τ K accounts for the small, unknown
extinction in the K band. The geometric mean4 of a sample of flux
ratios, where in each pair galaxy F 1 is more dusty than galaxy F 2 ,
results in a dust attenuation curve normalized to zero at the K band
which we denote by Tλ to distinguish it from the true attenuation:


n
F1,i
1
ln
(7)
Tλ =
n i=1
F2,i λ
= − τV  Qλ +  τK ,

(8)

where n is the number of pairs of galaxies in the sum,  τ λ  is
the arithmetic mean of the difference in dust attenuation between
galaxies 1 and 2, and we have expanded τ λ into the amplitude of
attenuation at 5500 Å ( τ V ) and the shape of the attenuation curve
(Qλ ), as described above. From now on we will drop the brackets
and write simply τ as the effective optical depth averaged over
multiple galaxy pairs.
Some points to note about the method are as follows:
(i) Because we are working with broad-band photometry, strictly
equation (5) should include an integration over the filter response
function (Rλ ). In the case where Qλ varies with λ over the wavelength
range of the filter, it can be shown that we measure Qλ Rλ dλ rather
than Qλ , even in the case where I eλ varies with λ. Due to the generally
weak variation of attenuation curves with λ, this distinction is only
important in the UV (Section 5.5) and we have therefore omitted
the integrand for clarity.
(ii) Equation (8) holds only in the case where Qλ is the same for
both members of the pair, that is, when there is no trend between
Qλ and dust content. See Appendix A and Fig. A1 for the result of
tests showing that this is the case in our samples.
(iii) Qλ may be different for different pairs in the sum; in this
case, the measured Qλ will be the τ V weighted mean Qλ of the
sample.
(iv) The method does not require that the intrinsic stellar populations are exactly the same in each galaxy pair; any residual stellar
population remaining after the division of the two SEDs will only
add noise to the final measurement. However, it does require that
there is no systematic correlation between the residual and the dust
content of the galaxy. See Appendix A and Fig. A2 for an example
of how such a correlation can occur using photometry to estimate
ψ S rather than the Hα emission line.
4

The geometric mean of flux ratios is preferred for dust curves, as this is
equivalent to the arithmetic mean of the log of flux ratios, which is directly
related to optical depth.
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(v) The method is almost, but not quite, the same as that employed
by Calzetti et al. (1994, 2000, 2007) for starburst galaxies:
(a) They use a single ‘dust-free’ composite spectrum with which
to compare dustier composite spectra. Because we use a whole
range of types of galaxies, with many different shapes of SEDs, we
first define strict galaxy pairs, the SEDs of which we divide before
combining galaxies into samples. This approach makes our method
more robust, as each pair is treated individually meaning outliers
can be easily identified and removed. Additionally, errors can be
estimated on the resulting attenuation curves.
(b) Each of our binned samples of galaxies contains 14–40 times
more galaxies than the original starburst sample of Calzetti et al.
(1994) which contained 39 galaxies.
(c) We define the attenuation curve in terms of the shape of the
curve (Qλ ) and the amplitude of attenuation in the stellar continuum
at the V band (τ V ). This differs in formalism from that of Calzetti
et al. (2000) who directly incorporate the amplitude of dust attenuation in the emission lines into the attenuation curve for the stellar
continuum.
2.3 Pair-matching procedure
In order to achieve the requirement for a close match in intrinsic
stellar population, we identify pairs of galaxies that match in metallicity, ψ S , b/a and redshift. The restrictions on metallicity and ψ S
are to ensure that both galaxies have similar intrinsic SEDs. The
restriction on b/a also minimizes the effect of seeing different stellar populations in inclined versus face-on galaxies simply due to
changes in transparency.
In order to identify galaxies which are more or less dusty, we use
the ratio of Hα to Hβ luminosity measured from the SDSS spectra.
At this stage, the sole purpose of using this line ratio as a measure
of dust content is to ensure that, in as many pairs as possible, the
denominator SED is more dusty than the numerator in equation (7).
Only in this case will we measure an overall attenuation.
Because the Hα and Hβ emission lines are measured within a
small fixed angular aperture (see Section 3.1), and radial gradients
in dust exist, both galaxies in the pair must have the same redshift
to minimize the numbers of pairs in which the denominator SED is
in fact less dusty than the numerator simply because the lines are
measured from different regions of each member of the pair. The
restriction on redshift also means that galaxy pairs do not need to
be corrected for any relative shifting of bandpasses with redshift, as
the photometric bands probe the same rest-frame wavelength of the
SED in each member of the pair.
The procedure is as follows. The galaxies are ordered by increasing ratio of Hα to Hβ luminosity, and starting from the least dusty
galaxy in the sample, the dustiest suitable partner is found using
the criteria mentioned above. We require that there is a significant
difference between the dust contents of galaxy pairs, as measured
by the difference in emission-line optical depth. This maximizes
the S/N of the final attenuation curves, by excluding pairs which
contribute only noise and no signal.
To summarize the pair-matching criteria:
(i) | log O/H| < 0.05,
(ii) | log ψ S | < 0.1,
(iii) | (b/a)| < 0.1,
(iv) | z| < 0.01,
(v) τ V,line > 0.2.
Details of how the derived quantities are measured are given
in Section 3. If a suitable pair is not found, the initial galaxy is
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where N accounts for the stellar mass and cosmological distance,
exp(−τ λ ) for the internal dust attenuation and fK is the observed
K-band flux.
Directly from equation (5), the ratio of a pair of normalized
galaxy SEDs (labelled 1 and 2), where both members of the pair
have the same intrinsic SED but different dust contents and absolute
normalizations, can be written after some algebra as
 
F1
= exp(− τλ + τK ),
(6)
F2 λ
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the previously derived attenuation curve was used to determine the
small corrections to apply to each flux ratio. However, this was
found to make no difference to the results. The smoothness of the
attenuation curves compared to individual galaxy SEDs, the similar
redshift of both members of the pairs, and the relatively small redshift range covered by the majority of the galaxies (70 per cent with
0.03 < z < 0.09) likely all help to minimize the effects. For the final
derivation of the attenuation curve in Section 6, the K-correction
is irrelevant as all pairs are combined at their correct rest-frame
wavelength.
3 T H E DATA S E T S
In order to measure the dust attenuation curves from the UV to the
NIR, in a wide range of star-forming galaxies, we combine three
of the largest modern-day astronomical data sets: the SDSS in the
optical; the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS) in the
NIR; and the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX) in the UV.
All fluxes are corrected for Galactic extinction using the values provided in the respective catalogues which are based upon
the Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis (1998) dust emission maps and
the MW extinction curve of Cardelli et al. (1989), with a small
correction in the optical wavelength regime of O’Donnell (1994).
The GALEX catalogue provides E(B − V) which we convert into
extinction for the UV fluxes using the MW extinction curve.
Fig. 1 shows the distributions of redshift and physical properties
for the galaxies used in this paper.
3.1 The SDSS spectroscopic survey
The SDSS is an optical photometric and spectroscopic survey
of local galaxies. The final data release (DR7, Abazajian et al.
2009) includes 9380 deg2 with spectroscopic coverage, targeting
nearly 106 galaxies with Petrosian r-band magnitudes < 17.77. The

Figure 1. Distribution of basic galaxy properties for the full sample (solid line) and UV sample (dotted line). Individual panels show (a) redshift; (b) total
stellar mass measured from SED fitting to the five-band SDSS photometry; (c) gas-phase metallicity in the central 3 arcsec; (d) stellar surface mass density,
calculated from the physical size measured in the z band and total stellar mass; (e) specific SFR (ψ S ) measured within the central 3 arcsec; (f) ratio of Hα to
Hβ luminosity; (g) axial ratio, measured in the r band; and (h) r-band Petrosian radius in arcsec.
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removed from the sample, and the algorithm moves on to the next
galaxy. Once a pair has been identified, both members are removed
from the sample; thus, each galaxy can contribute only once to the
attenuation curve.
Once all possible pairs have been identified within a particular
sample, the galaxy SEDs are normalized by their K-band flux and
the flux ratios calculated in each band for each pair. These flux ratios
are combined using a geometric mean (equation 7). A preliminary
stack is made, outlying pairs with flux ratios which are in the upper
or lower 1 per cent of the distribution in any band are removed
from the sample, and the attenuation curves recalculated using the
cleaned sample.
We verified that the precise details of the pair-matching criteria given above are unimportant to the final results by varying the
widths of the bins and repeating our analysis. Tests showed that the
best S/N was achieved when the difference between the dustiness of
each pair of galaxies is maximized. We verified that selecting pairs
to have approximately the same τ V,line instead does not significantly alter the results (see Fig. A1). Additionally, we repeated our
analysis replacing the pair-match on metallicity with a pair-match
on stellar mass or stellar surface mass density. These latter quantities
are global measurements from the total SDSS photometry, whereas
metallicity is measured from the central 3 arcsec of the galaxies.
Once again, our results were generally found to be not sensitive to
exactly which properties we used in the pair-matching, presumably
by virtue of the observed strong relations between these parameters.
Where differences were found, they were consistent with our expectation that dustier galaxies have higher metallicities and therefore
redder intrinsic SEDs, therefore a failure to match on metallicity
results in a slight bias in the attenuation curves as discussed in the
previous subsection.
We note that no correction is applied for the shifting of the photometric bands with redshift (K-correction). We attempted to correct
each SED ratio for this shifting, using an iterative approach in which

Dust attenuation curves
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photometry alone was not a good enough estimate of the intrinsic
spectral shape of the galaxies (see Appendix A and Fig. A2).
(iv) Gas-phase metallicity. Measured from a combination of the
strongest optical emission-line fluxes by Tremonti et al. (2004),
using the method of Charlot & Longhetti (2001).
(v) Stellar surface mass density (μ∗ ). Calculated as M ∗ /(2πr 2 ),
where r is the physical size in kpc of the radius which contains
50 per cent of the z-band Petrosian flux. The z band probes the older
stellar population and thus gives greater weight to galaxy bulges
than a bluer band would do.
(vi) Size. We adopt the r-band Petrosian radius as a measure of
the size of the galaxies. This is the radius at which the ratio of local
surface brightness to mean surface brightness is 0.2. The r band
probes both young and old populations with almost equal weight in
star-forming galaxies and therefore provides a good average measure of galaxy size.
(vii) Inclination (b/a). The exponential profile axial ratio measured in the r band which has the highest S/N of all red SDSS
bands. The majority of our star-forming sample are expected to be
disc galaxies, and therefore the exponential profile fit is the most appropriate. A detailed study of the link between b/a and the physical
shape of galaxies in the SDSS is given by Maller et al. (2009).
(viii) Recent star formation history. We remove all galaxies with
post-starburst spectral features using the method of Wild et al.
(2007). These galaxies have unusual SED shapes which may correlate with dust, thus causing problems during our pair-matching
procedure.

(i) Emission-line dust (τ V,line ). The Hα and Hβ line fluxes,
measured after accurate subtraction of the underlying stellar continuum, give the total dust attenuation suffered by the emission
lines at 5500 Å. We assume the dust attenuation curve for emission lines of Wild et al. (2011): τ V,line = 3.226ln (f Hα /f Hβ )obs −
3.226ln (f Hα /f Hβ )int . This was measured through a comparison of
the luminosity of mid-IR and optical emission lines. In the case that
the dust-free intrinsic line ratio [(f Hα /f Hβ )int ] is the same for both
galaxies in a pair, this term cancels when the ratio of two galaxy
SEDs is calculated.6
(ii) Stellar mass (M ∗ ). Measured from the five-band SDSS Petrosian photometry in units of solar mass using a Bayesian fit to a
library of stochastic star formation histories similar to those used
in Gallazzi et al. (2005) and are publicly available.7 Stellar masses
are calculated from both total and fibre photometry.
(iii) Star formation rate. Calculated from the dust-corrected Hα
luminosities, using the conversion factor of Kennicutt (1998) and
τ V,line given above. We do not use the SFR of Brinchmann et al.
(2004) as this assumes a different dust attenuation curve. The precise conversions assumed to calculate SFR from Hα luminosity
do not affect our final results. Specific SFR (ψ S ) is calculated as
SFR/M ∗fib . It was found that ψ S calculated from the five-band SDSS

A feature of the SDSS is that the spectra are observed through
3-arcsec-diameter optical fibres, therefore probing a small central
fraction of the total light of the galaxies. For the main focus of this
work, this ‘aperture bias’ is irrelevant as we use the spectroscopic
information primarily to identify relative dust content. Where necessary, that is, when we compare fibre and photometric quantities,
we use photometry extracted in ∼3 arcsec apertures.

5

http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS
The intrinsic line ratio depends upon T e , ne and Z and therefore varies
slightly with galaxy type and dust content. Over most of parameter space
relevant to galaxies, this causes a variation in true optical depth for a given
observed line ratio at a level of less than 10 per cent. However, for massive,
high-metallicity galaxies with low dust contents, optical depths can be up
to a factor of 2 lower than predicted from the observed line ratio, assuming
a standard intrinsic ratio of 2.87. This effect cannot bias our attenuation
curves, but may act as an additional source of noise in certain bins.
7 http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/DR7/Data/stellarmass.html
6
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3.2 The UKIDSS Large Area Survey
We match the SDSS catalogue resulting from the previous subsection with the seventh data release of the ongoing UKIDSS
Large Area Survey (LAS, Lawrence et al. 2007) to obtain NIR Y, J, H, K photometry for the galaxies (λeff =
1.0305, 1.2483, 1.6313, 2.2010 μm). The UKIDSS uses the
UKIRT Wide Field Camera (WFCAM, Casali et al. 2007), the photometric system is described in Hewett et al. (2006), the calibration
in Hodgkin et al. (2009) and the science archive in Hambly et al.
(2008). We locate all objects with SDSS–UKIDSS cross-matches
within 2 arcsec and select the nearest neighbour if more than one
match exists. We exclude all galaxies for which photometry has
been ‘de-blended’. Problems with the UKIDSS pipeline mean that
the flux in such objects is overestimated (Hill et al. 2010). The SQL
query used to extract the parameters from the UKIDSS online data
base, and cross-match the SDSS and UKIDSS catalogues, is provided in Appendix B. The UKIDSS–SDSS cross-match results in
our primary optical–NIR sample of 22 902 star-forming galaxies.
3.3 The GALEX All-Sky Imaging Survey
There is considerable interest in the shape of the attenuation curve in
the rest-frame UV wavelength range, particularly for high-redshift
galaxy studies. Therefore, we build a second, smaller galaxy sample
in which we match our optical–NIR galaxy sample to the GALEX
All-Sky Imaging Survey (AIS, Martin et al. 2005) catalogue. The
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spectra have good S/N and moderate resolution which allows for
the deconvolution of stellar continuum from nebular emission that
is crucial to accurately measure the Hα and Hβ line strengths. Such
a deconvolution has been carried out by Brinchmann et al. (2004)
and Tremonti et al. (2004), and the emission-line measurements are
available online.5 The SDSS provides the u, g, r, i, z aperture photometry used in this paper, with the central effective wavelengths
(λeff ) of 3546, 4670, 6156, 7471 and 8918 Å, respectively (Schneider, Gunn & Hoessel 1983; Fukugita et al. 1996). The SQL query
used to extract the parameters from the SDSS Catalog Archive
Server is provided in Appendix B. A total of 797 026 unique galaxies are extracted from the catalogue, with 552 577 that have spectral
per-pixel S/N > 6 in the g band are in the SDSS-MPA data base
and have ‘best’ magnitudes within the formal survey requirements
(14.5 < mr < 17.77), where mr is the r-band Petrosian magnitude
corrected for Galactic extinction.
Because we are interested in the interstellar medium (ISM) properties of star-forming galaxies, we use the [N II]/Hα and [O III]/Hβ
emission-line ratios (Baldwin, Phillips & Terlevich 1981, BPT ratios) to remove galaxies which show signs of an active galactic nucleus, selecting only those galaxies that lie below the demarcation
line of Kauffmann et al. (2003b). We also select only those galaxies
with all four lines measured at >3σ confidence, after scaling the
formal errors by the scaling factors suggested in the SDSS-MPA
web pages. This results in 140 737 galaxies.
The parameters that we extract from the SDSS catalogues are as
follows:
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SQL query used to query the GALEX-MAST data base8 is shown
in Appendix B. We use the table xSDSSDR7 to identify the closest
(rank 1) galaxies within 2 arcsec (Budavári et al. 2009)9 and retain
only those galaxies with both near-UV (λeff = 2267 Å) and far-UV
(λeff = 1516 Å) fluxes measured at greater than 3σ confidence. This
second UKIDSS–SDSS–GALEX sample contains 15 305 galaxies.
3.4 Aperture photometry

4 T H E AT T E N UAT I O N C U RV E S
To begin with, we focus on measurements of the optical–NIR attenuation curves, for which the data are of a uniform and excellent
quality, and the data sample larger. In Section 5.5, we study the
reduced UV–NIR sample of galaxies.
We split the galaxies into two independent samples with low and
high stellar surface mass density (μ∗ ), at the position of the bimodality observed in the local galaxy population μ∗ = 3 × 108 M kpc−2
(Kauffmann et al. 2003a). We then define several subsamples in bins
8
9

http://galex.stsci.edu/casjobs/
http://galex.stsci.edu/doc/CASJobsXTutorial.htm

5 T R E N D S O F AT T E N UAT I O N W I T H
G A L A X Y P RO P E RT I E S
As discussed in Section 1, the shape of the dust attenuation curve,
and the strength relative to the ratio of Hα to Hβ luminosity, can
tell us about the dust properties and dust–star geometry within
galaxies. In order to visualize trends in the attenuation curves presented in Figs 2 and 3, we must first parametrize the curves. After
some experimentation, a broken power law was found to provide
an adequate representation of the optical–NIR data, with easily interpretable fitted parameters. A single power law was unable to fit
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The precision to which extremely large modern surveys allow us
to measure stacked quantities demands the use of extreme care in
the handling of the data if tiny systematics are not to dominate the
final result. While our pair-matching methodology eliminates absolute offsets in photometric scales between different bands and data
sets, relative offsets can cause notable errors. For example, radial
gradients in the stellar populations and dust contents of galaxies
mean that the use of different photometric apertures at different
wavebands would result in incorrect results. Fortunately, both the
SDSS and UKIDSS catalogues provide sets of aperture photometry
measured with various circular aperture sizes. For each galaxy, we
interpolate these annular flux densities on to a grid fixed relative
to the galaxy’s r-band Petrosian radius (Rpet ). This allows us to
calculate dust attenuation curves at fixed cumulative fractions of
Rpet , namely 25, 35, 50, 70, 90 and 100 per cent. The large point
spread function (PSF) of the GALEX (∼5 arcsec full width at halfmaximum) prevents a similar analysis of the UV data, for which we
are restricted to a single ‘total’ magnitude.
Annular aperture photometry is provided in the SDSS catalogue
at the radii of 0.23, 0.68, 1.03, 1.76, 3, 4.63, 7.43 and 11.42 arcsec,
which we convert into cumulative fluxes. Similarly, cumulative
aperture photometry is provided in the UKIDSS catalogue at the
radii of 0.5, 0.71, 1, 1.41, 2, 2.83, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10 arcsec. For
each galaxy, we linearly interpolate both sets of cumulative fluxes
on to the grid of fixed fractions of Rpet given above. Although linear
interpolation between measured apertures is not sufficiently accurate to obtain absolute magnitudes, it is entirely sufficient for our
purpose of obtaining accurate dust curves.
The use of fixed-aperture photometry does not account for a
changing PSF as a function of band or survey. However, the atmospheric seeing conditions under which the SDSS and UKIDSS
photometries were obtained were generally excellent, and the PSF
is typically smaller than 0.35Rpet (the smallest aperture size that
we analyse in Section 5) which is 1.5 arcsec for galaxies in our
sample. A small number of very extended galaxies with their Petrosian radius larger than the maximum apertures extracted from the
catalogues were removed from the sample (see Section 3.1 for a
definition of the Petrosian radius).

of log10 ψ S and b/a. Table 1 presents the details of the samples. The
measured attenuation curves are given in full for each sample and
aperture in Table 2 (full table is available as Supporting Information
with the online version of this paper).
The cut in μ∗ effectively separates bulge-less galaxies from galaxies with (even small) bulges. Comparing our μ∗ cut with results
from the bulge-to-disc decomposition of Gadotti (2009), we find
that while some pseudo-bulges have 1 × 108 < μ∗ < 3 × 108
and therefore fall into our bulge-less sample, classical bulges and
ellipticals all have μ∗ > 3 × 108 . Radial gradients may be expected
to be more prevalent in bulge+disc systems, and the presence of a
bulge may significantly affect the attenuation of light from galaxies,
compared to pure disc systems (Pierini et al. 2004). We therefore
choose to treat these two samples independently.
Figs 2 and 3 show the attenuation curves for each bin. Different
colour curves indicate different aperture sizes. To facilitate comparison between panels, the black line shows the dust curve derived from
the whole sample and is the same in all panels. Some qualitative
comparison between the different attenuation curves is instructive.
First, we note that in most panels the overall normalization of the
curves drops with decreasing aperture size, which is due to radial
gradients in dust content. The inner radii are dustier and therefore a
larger τ is measured. We see that radial gradients are more notable
in galaxies with higher ψ S . We will present a quantitative study of
the radial gradients in Section 5.3.
Secondly, the overall normalization of the curves in each panel
depends on the range in dust content of the galaxies in the input
sample, simply because of the method used to build the curves. A
larger overall τ V,cont means a greater range of dust contents in the
input sample. Both samples show a steady decrease in τ V,cont with
increasing b/a and increase in τ V,cont with increasing ψ S . This
implies that high ψ S and more inclined galaxies exhibit a larger
range of τ V,cont . This pure selection effect does not affect our
results, which depend only on the shape of the attenuation curve, or
its amplitude relative to another dust indicator.
It is notable from Table 1 that the bins of ψ S and axial ratio are
not entirely independent: when binning by ψ S , bins with lower ψ S
have lower median axial ratios; similarly when binning by axial
ratio, bins with lower b/a have higher median ψ S . Indeed, when investigating the whole data set, there is a small but significant positive
trend between ψ S and axial ratio, which cannot be a ‘fundamental’
property of galaxies, but, as we shall show later in this paper, it is
likely an effect of dust. A bias in an observational property such
as this one can cause an intrinsic property to correlate with dust
content and ultimately bias the shape of the attenuation curve. In
this case, it shows the importance of pair-matching galaxies in b/a.
In the following section, we begin our quantitative study of the
attenuation curves of the binned samples by parametrizing them
using a simple analytic form, which allows for easy visualization of
changes in shape and amplitude with galaxy properties.

Dust attenuation curves
Table 1. Number of pairs, median redshift, median ψ S , median b/a and mean
each SDSS+UKIDSS sample.
z̄

npair

log(ψS )

1767

τ V,line for

(b/a)

τ V,line

0.60+0.00
−0.00

∗

μ < 3 × 108
All galaxies

3431

0.067

−9.62

0.62

−11.00 < log (ψ S /yr−1 ) < −9.90

541

0.060

−10.03

0.55

0.65+0.02
−0.01
0.62+0.01
−0.01

−9.90 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −9.75

547

0.069

−9.82

0.61

−9.75 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −9.62

578

0.072

−9.68

0.66

−9.62 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −9.46

689

0.072

−9.54

0.64

−9.46 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −9.25

613

0.069

−9.37

0.65

−9.25 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −7.90

366

0.057

−9.12

0.60

0.0 < b/a < 0.4

896

0.056

−9.68

0.34

0.4 < b/a < 0.6

911

0.065

−9.60

0.55

0.6 < b/a < 0.8

697

0.074

−9.60

0.72

0.8 < b/a < 1.0

721

0.077

−9.61

0.87

0.55+0.01
−0.01
0.72+0.01
−0.01

0.59+0.01
−0.01
0.60+0.01
−0.01
0.56+0.01
−0.01
0.69+0.01
−0.01
0.60+0.01
−0.01
0.55+0.01
−0.01

∗

μ > 3 × 108
1877

0.083

−9.75

0.62

< −9.90

503

0.079

−10.09

0.58

−9.90 < log (ψ S /yr−1 ) < −9.75

334

0.086

−9.82

0.59

−9.75 < log (ψ S /yr−1 ) < −9.62

290

0.092

−9.69

0.62

All galaxies
−11.00 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

−9.62 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −9.46

314

0.086

−9.55

0.65

−9.46 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −7.90

359

0.085

−9.32

0.72

0.0 < b/a < 0.4

485

0.071

−9.88

0.35

0.4 < b/a < 0.6

555

0.084

−9.72

0.55

0.6 < b/a < 0.8

399

0.090

−9.69

0.72

0.8 < b/a < 1.0

349

0.089

−9.70

0.88

0.70+0.01
−0.02
0.70+0.02
−0.02
0.72+0.03
−0.02
0.69+0.02
−0.02
0.73+0.03
−0.02

0.75+0.02
−0.02
0.73+0.02
−0.02
0.70+0.02
−0.02
0.63+0.02
−0.02

Table 2. Averaged attenuation curves, normalized to zero at K (Tλ , equation 7), for each sample studied in this
paper (full table is available as Supporting Information with the online version of this paper).
Sample

Aperture

u

g

r

i

z

Y

J

H

All galaxies

0.25Rpet
0.35Rpet
0.50Rpet
0.70Rpet
0.90Rpet
1.00Rpet
3 arcsec

−0.493
−0.473
−0.455
−0.439
−0.431
−0.428
−0.484

−0.362
−0.349
−0.336
−0.325
−0.319
−0.316
−0.355

−0.261
−0.250
−0.239
−0.231
−0.227
−0.225
−0.253

−0.209
−0.200
−0.192
−0.186
−0.183
−0.182
−0.202

−0.161
−0.153
−0.146
−0.141
−0.139
−0.138
−0.154

−0.123
−0.116
−0.110
−0.105
−0.101
−0.100
−0.119

−0.074
−0.068
−0.062
−0.056
−0.054
−0.054
−0.069

−0.042
−0.038
−0.035
−0.033
−0.032
−0.032
−0.038

the whole wavelength range, due to a change in the slope between
the optical and NIR wavelength regimes. We fit this function using a least-squares minimization routine, weighting each data point
equally:
 sopt
+ τK
λ < λc
Tλ = − τλc λλc
 snir
(9)
= − τλc λλc
+ τK ,
λ > λc
where the free parameters describe the wavelength at which the
shape of the attenuation curve changes between the optical and
the NIR (λc ), the mean amplitude of the attenuation curve at this
wavelength ( τλc ), the mean amplitude of the attenuation curve at
the longest wavelength point ( τ K ), and the power-law slope of
the attenuation curve in the optical (sopt ) and in the NIR (snir ). In
this section, our aim is only to measure the slope of the curves
for the purpose of visualization. Therefore, we fit only the u, g,
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r, i, Y, J, H and K bands, excluding the z band because of its
proximity to the break in slopes at λc . For the same reason, we do
not constrain the amplitudes of the two power laws ( τλc ) to be
equal. In practice, the amplitudes of the two functions are similar.
Note that by construction the form of this function is the same as
that derived in equation (8), with Qλ ∝ λs .
Bootstrap errors on each of these parameters are estimated by
recalculating the geometric mean, using random resampling with
replacement of the galaxy pairs that contribute. We randomly select
100 samples of the same size as the original data set, and repeat the
least-squares fitting on each sample. The 16th and 84th percentiles
on each parameter are taken to be the 1σ errors. We verified that increasing the number of samples to 500 does not change the resulting
estimated errors.
Figs 2 and 3 show that even in samples exhibiting strong radial
gradients, the attenuation curves are close to converged between 90
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0.53+0.02
−0.02
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and 100 per cent of Rpet . The fitted parameters at 90 and 100 per cent
of Rpet are equal within the errors, but the errors at 90 per cent are
smaller and trends tighter. This is possibly caused by increasing
sky-subtraction errors at large radii in the UKIDSS photometry.
Therefore, unless otherwise stated, we measure the galaxy-wide
attenuation curves at 90 per cent of Rpet .
The fit is performed at the median rest frame of the galaxies in the
sample (the median redshift is given in Table 1). As mentioned in
Section 2.3, iteratively K-correcting the individual flux ratios before
combining them into the dust attenuation curve makes no significant
difference to the results and was therefore discarded from the final
analysis.
The resulting fitted parameters and errors are given in Table 3,
together with comparison numbers for curves in the literature measured in exactly the same way as our data. As expected, the fitted
τ K values are close to zero, with their exact values imposed by the
constraint that the NIR slope is a perfect power law. In the following
subsections, we present the trends of attenuation curve shape, radial
gradients, and difference between nebular-line and stellar contin-

uum attenuation as a function of ψ S and axial ratio, for both highand low-μ∗ galaxies.
5.1 The slope of the attenuation curve in the optical
Fig. 4 presents the optical slopes of the attenuation curves (sopt )
as a function of ψ S and b/a. The dotted horizontal lines indicate
the slopes of the MW, C00, LMC and SMC-bar curves measured
using the same method. There are significant trends in optical slope
with galaxy properties. In both high- and low-μ∗ samples, the curve
flattens slowly with decreasing axial ratio, meaning greyer curves
in edge-on galaxies and steeper curves in face-on galaxies. This is
the first clear example of global geometry affecting the apparent
attenuation curves of galaxies.
The high-μ∗ sample exhibit steeper optical slopes than the lowμ∗ sample, and significantly steeper even than the MW extinction
curve. This is intriguing as attenuation curves resulting from mixed
stars and dust in galaxies are generally expected to be flatter than
the underlying extinction curves. Steeper optical extinction curves
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Figure 2. Averaged dust attenuation curves, normalized to zero at K (equation 7). Each panel shows galaxies in bins of ψ S : with log μ∗ < 8.3 (top panels) and
with log μ∗ > 8.3 (bottom panels). Note that the overall normalization of the curves in each panel depends on the range in dust content of the galaxies that make
up each sample, and is thus somewhat arbitrary (see Section 4). Different colour lines indicate different physical aperture sizes, from red to purple: 25, 35, 50,
70, 90 and 100 per cent of the Petrosian r-band radius. In some panels, the curves show a progressively lower normalization with decreasing aperture size. This
is caused by larger dust contents in the central regions of the galaxies. The dotted black line shows the attenuation curve when a 1.76-arcsec-radius angular
aperture is used, close to the aperture through which the SDSS spectra are taken. To aid comparison between panels, the full black line is the attenuation curve
measured at 90 per cent Rpet using all galaxies, and is the same in each panel.

Dust attenuation curves
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do exist locally in the SMC and actively star-forming regions in
the MW, possibly caused by the modification of grain composition. However, it would be surprising if massive, metal-rich, bulgedominated galaxies have grain compositions closer to active dwarf
galaxies than to the MW. Steeper apparent slopes could be caused
by a mismatch in the stellar population of the galaxy pairs. However,
this requires the more dusty galaxies to have an intrinsically older
and therefore redder stellar population than the less dusty galaxies,
despite having the same observed ψ S , metallicity, etc., which is
opposite to the slight trend with inclination that we observe in the
data.
It is possible that the steeper slopes are a result of a differential
effect related to the distribution of dust around stars of different ages.
In ordinary star-forming galaxies, younger (older) stars contribute
a larger fraction of the blue (red) optical light. This is different
from low-mass starburst or old elliptical galaxies, in which the
majority of light at all wavelengths comes from young or old stars.
If young, blue stars suffer greater dust extinction than old, red stars,
then we will observe an apparently steeper attenuation curve in
star-forming galaxies than the underlying extinction curve. This
effect is the common explanation for the difference in attenuation
observed in emission lines and galaxy continua (see Section 5.4).
We observe that the slope is steeper in galaxies with significant
bulges. This could occur if the older stellar population in the bulge
is less obscured by dust than the younger stellar population in the
disc. Slopes closer to the extinction curves observed in edge-on
galaxies could arise as the disc obscures a greater fraction of the old
stellar population in the bulge.
If the steeper slopes are a result of the relative geometry of
stars and dust, we would expect a weaker effect in the smaller
apertures where the light comes mainly from older stars in the bulge,
especially in face-on galaxies: at 0.35Rpet , we find sopt = 1.07 for
b/a = 0.35, and 1.31 for b/a = 0.88. This is, respectively, 3 and
22 per cent smaller than the values for sopt at 0.9Rpet , qualitatively
in agreement with the hypothesis that the steep curves arise due
to a differential effect whereby different stellar populations are
attenuated by different dust columns.
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One final possibility is presented by radiative transfer models of
dust in galaxies. These can also exhibit steeper optical attenuation
curves than the input extinction curves, in the optically thin limit
and with certain geometric configurations (Pierini et al. 2004; Tuffs
et al. 2004), even before effects for different stellar populations are
included. Ultimately, the cause for the steep optical slopes must be
solved by comparison with such models. This is beyond the scope
of this paper (see Chevallard et al., in preparation).
5.2 The slope of the attenuation curve in the NIR
In Fig. 5, we show the slope of the attenuation curve in the NIR,
as a function of ψ S and axial ratio. Within the errors, we find no
significant overall deviation from the MW extinction curve with a
slope of 1.6, and no clear trends with galaxy properties are evident.
For the LMC and C00 curves, we find NIR slopes of 1.7, almost
identical to the MW curve. The SMC-bar curve of Gordon et al.
(2003) exhibits a strong bump in the NIR that prevents us from
fitting a robust power-law slope. Inspection of the individual curves
in Gordon et al. (2003) reveals that a significant deviation from a
power-law slope is only evident in one out of the four stars that contribute to the average curve. We therefore conclude that this bump
may result from photometric errors and small number statistics, and
we therefore do not compare our results with the SMC-bar curve in
the NIR wavelength regime.
The constancy of the NIR slope of extinction laws along multiple
lines of sight to stars in the MW is an important feature of the
MW extinction curve, implying a constant-size distribution of the
largest particles throughout both diffuse and dense clouds of dust
(Mathis 1990). The same value found here in external galaxies
leads to the conclusion that the size distribution of the largest dust
particles is universal. It additionally implies that the factors affecting
the attenuation of light in galaxies (dust–star and global geometry,
scattering into the line of sight) are unimportant at long wavelengths.
Recent work by Stead & Hoare (2009) suggests a slightly steeper
MW NIR slope of 2.14 by comparison of UKIDSS data with the
Besançon Galactic model. If this is the case, this would instead
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Figure 3. Averaged dust attenuation curves, normalized to zero at K (see equation 7). Each panel shows galaxies in bins of axial ratio (a/b): with log μ∗ < 8.3
(top panels) and with log μ∗ > 8.3 (bottom panels). Lines are as in Fig. 2.
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Table 3. Parameters of broken power-law fits to attenuation curves for each SDSS+UKIDSS sample (see equation 9). Measurements
of the shape and amplitude of the attenuation curves are made from circular aperture photometry measured at 90 per cent of the r-band
Petrosian radius. The line-to-continuum ratio is measured using a 1.76-arcsec-radius fixed angular aperture, to best match the emission-line
measurement through the SDSS fibre. Note that the slopes and τ ratios are fundamental quantities, whereas the τ values are sampledependent.
sopt

snir

λc /µm

τλc

τK

τ V,cont

τV ,line
τV ,cont

(3 arcsec)

μ∗ < 3 × 108
1.02+0.05
−0.05

All galaxies
/yr−1 )

< −9.90

/yr−1 )

< −9.75

−11.00 < log (ψ S
−9.90 < log (ψ S

−9.75 < log (ψ S /yr−1 ) < −9.62
< −9.46

−9.46 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −9.25

−9.25 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −7.90

0.0 < b/a < 0.4
0.4 < b/a < 0.6
0.6 < b/a < 0.8
0.8 < b/a < 1.0

1.54+0.33
−0.50
1.78+0.59
−0.37
2.61+0.89
−1.53
2.84+1.25
−1.22
1.96+0.50
−0.49
1.29+0.35
−0.36
1.83+0.41
−0.40
1.86+0.50
−0.26
0.92+1.38
−1.35
1.29+0.50
−0.38
2.14+0.87
−0.40

0.95+0.02
−0.08
0.95+0.03
−0.00
0.71+0.03
−0.00
0.80+0.02
−0.00
0.94+0.03
−0.00
0.70+0.07
−0.21
0.70+0.04
−0.09
0.96+0.02
−0.08
0.95+0.08
−0.09
0.70+0.07
−0.08
0.72+0.00
−0.02

0.10+0.01
−0.01
0.11+0.03
−0.03
0.11+0.01
−0.02
0.09+0.01
−0.02
0.09+0.01
−0.01
0.15+0.02
−0.03
0.14+0.02
−0.03
0.16+0.01
−0.01
0.11+0.01
−0.01
0.11+0.01
−0.01
0.07+0.01
−0.01

0.03+0.01
−0.01
0.02+0.02
−0.01
0.00+0.02
−0.00
0.01+0.02
−0.01
0.02+0.01
−0.01
0.04+0.03
−0.01
0.01+0.03
−0.02
0.03+0.01
−0.01
0.05+0.04
−0.01
0.02+0.02
−0.01
0.01+0.01
−0.01

0.18+0.01
−0.01
0.19+0.02
−0.02
0.15+0.02
−0.01
0.14+0.02
−0.01
0.17+0.02
−0.01
0.19+0.03
−0.02
0.17+0.03
−0.02
0.27+0.01
−0.02
0.19+0.03
−0.01
0.14+0.02
−0.01
0.10+0.01
−0.01

2.56+0.10
−0.12
2.92+0.26
−0.35
2.71+0.17
−0.18
2.78+0.36
−0.29
2.71+0.18
−0.15
2.41+0.14
−0.17
2.08+0.22
−0.14
2.01+0.15
−0.11
3.15+0.23
−0.17
3.45+0.29
−0.30
3.74+0.30
−0.34

μ∗ > 3 × 108
1.28+0.01
−0.01

All galaxies

0.8 < b/a < 1.0

1.19+0.06
−0.08
1.28+0.08
−0.08
1.42+0.10
−0.06
1.34+0.12
−0.04
1.37+0.06
−0.05
1.10+0.05
−0.05
1.27+0.04
−0.05
1.39+0.06
−0.06
1.59+0.08
−0.06

MW (CCM+OD)
C00
LMC
SMC barc

1.06
0.96
1.05
1.2

/yr−1 )

< −9.90

−9.90 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −9.75

−9.75 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −9.62

−9.62 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −9.46

−9.46 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −7.90

−11.00 < log (ψ S

0.0 < b/a < 0.4
0.4 < b/a < 0.6
0.6 < b/a < 0.8

1.57+0.08
−0.07
1.78+0.50
−0.31
1.64+0.30
−0.17
1.74+0.37
−0.27
1.25+0.33
−0.17
1.72+0.30
−0.15
1.70+0.29
−0.20
1.51+0.11
−0.15
1.31+0.21
−0.20
2.59+0.32
−0.21

0.82+0.01
−0.01
0.96+0.00
−0.09
0.89+0.13
−0.00
0.70+0.04
−0.09
0.81+0.03
−0.10
0.85+0.09
−0.03
1.00+0.04
−0.08
0.83+0.02
−0.02
0.85+0.13
−0.09
1.00+0.00
−0.00

1.6
1.7
1.7
–

0.82
0.91
0.90
–

0.14+0.00
−0.00
0.11+0.01
−0.03
0.12+0.01
−0.02
0.15+0.01
−0.01
0.14+0.00
−0.01
0.15+0.01
−0.00
0.14+0.01
−0.01
0.14+0.00
−0.01
0.11+0.03
−0.01
0.06+0.01
−0.01
0.20b
0.18b
0.17b
0.16b

0.03+0.00
−0.00
0.03+0.01
−0.01
0.02+0.01
−0.01
0.03+0.01
−0.01
0.04+0.01
−0.01
0.03+0.01
−0.01
0.04+0.01
−0.01
0.03+0.01
−0.00
0.03+0.01
−0.01
0.01+0.01
−0.00
0.038b
0.034b
0.020b
–

0.23+0.00
−0.01
0.21+0.02
−0.01
0.21+0.01
−0.02
0.21+0.02
−0.02
0.23+0.01
−0.03
0.26+0.01
−0.01
0.28+0.01
−0.01
0.24+0.01
−0.01
0.21+0.02
−0.01
0.15+0.01
−0.01
0.3b
0.3b
0.3b
0.3b

2.39+0.07
−0.06
2.72+0.17
−0.17
2.53+0.17
−0.17
2.62+0.15
−0.20
2.34+0.14
−0.15
1.97+0.12
−0.08
2.06+0.10
−0.12
2.30+0.15
−0.09
2.58+0.19
−0.20
2.79+0.20
−0.24
–
2.08a
–
–

E(B − V)stars = 0.44E(B − V)gas (Calzetti 1997b, 2001) converted into a ratio of optical depths, assuming the emission-line attenuation
curve from Wild et al. (2011).
b In the case of the MW, C00, LMC and SMC-bar curves, the τ values are absolute and given for τ = 0.3 and τ is given at a rest frame
V
K
assuming z = 0.7.
c We are unable to reliably measure the NIR slope of the SMC-bar extinction curve (see Section 5.2).
a

imply some degree of flattening in the NIR attenuation curve of
external galaxies. It is clear that further work on measuring the
shape of extinction curves in the MW and local galaxies would be
helpful to understand the dust distribution in more distant galaxies.
5.3 Radial gradients in total dust attenuation
In this section, we provide a more quantitative analysis of dust radial
gradients than can be achieved by visual inspection of Figs 2 and 3.
Because our methodology only provides a relative difference in dust
content between the less and more dusty galaxies, we normalize the
measured τ V values at all radii by the value at 0.9Rpet . This then allows a direct comparison between samples. We measure τ V from
the independent power-law fits to the dust curves at each different
radius. It can be shown that, in the case where τ V (r)/τ V (0.9Rpet ) is
the same, on average, for both the more and less dusty galaxies that
make up the pairs in a particular sample, that is, within a particular

bin, the strength of the radial gradients is independent of the overall
dust content, then τ V (r)/ τ V (0.9Rpet ) = τ V (r)/τ V (0.9Rpet ). However, whether this is the case or not does not affect the identification
of trends in which we are primarily interested.
Fig. 6 shows τ V measured within 0.35 and 0.5Rpet , relative
to τ V measured at 0.9Rpet . In this section only, we fix the NIR
slope to 1.6 during the fits, because for small apertures, the errors
increase substantially on the measured NIR slope. In the left-hand
panels, we see a strong trend in the strength of radial gradients with
ψ S : gradients are significantly larger in high-ψ S galaxies than in
low-ψ S galaxies. In the low-μ∗ sample, the trend appears to flatten
above ψ S ∼ −9.5. In the right-hand panels, we see no strong trends
in the strength of the radial gradients with axial ratio, although the
slightly weaker radial gradients in very inclined galaxies are likely a
real feature caused by large optical depths. It is notable that both the
high- and low-μ∗ samples show the same strength of radial gradient.
Averaging over all bins in b/a, we find that the dust optical depth
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−9.62 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

1.03+0.09
−0.09
1.16+0.07
−0.12
1.14+0.09
−0.09
1.12+0.07
−0.09
0.95+0.07
−0.13
1.04+0.12
−0.09
0.91+0.06
−0.04
0.97+0.10
−0.18
1.12+0.12
−0.10
1.25+0.08
−0.10

Dust attenuation curves
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Figure 5. Power-law slope of the attenuation curve in the NIR wavelength range, as a function of ψ S (left-hand panel) and observed axial ratio (right-hand
panel), for low-μ∗ (open circles) and high-μ∗ (filled circles) galaxies. For clarity, the high-μ∗ symbols have been offset slightly to the right-hand side. The
dotted line indicates the equivalent slope for the MW extinction curve.

Figure 6. Radial gradients in continuum optical depth. Relative optical depth at 5500 Å towards stars contained within 35 per cent (yellow, upward triangle)
and 50 per cent (green, downward triangle) of the Petrosian radius of the galaxies, relative to the optical depth measured at 90 per cent of the Petrosian radius,
as a function of ψ S (left-hand panel) and axial ratio (right-hand panel). The top (bottom) part of each panel shows the results for low-μ∗ (high-μ∗ ) galaxies.
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Figure 4. Power-law slope of the attenuation curve in the optical wavelength range, as a function of ψ S (left-hand panel) and axial ratio (right-hand panel),
for low-μ∗ (open circles) and high-μ∗ (filled circles) galaxies. The horizontal lines indicate the equivalent slopes for the MW (dotted line), C00 (grey, solid
line), LMC (dashed line) and SMC-bar (dot–dashed line) curves.
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5.4 Dust attenuation of nebular emission lines versus
stellar continua
All of the galaxies in our sample have both Hα and Hβ line measurements which, until now, we have used only to derive relative
dust content. Here we make use of the line fluxes to compare the
dust attenuation suffered by the nebular emission lines and stellar
continuum. The SDSS spectra are taken using a 3-arcsec-diameter
fibre, meaning that smaller galaxies, and those at higher redshift,
have a larger fraction of their total light included in the spectrum. In
our sample, the median projected fibre radius is around 0.35Rpet , but
with a wide distribution. In light of the radial gradients measured in
the previous section, this fixed angular aperture restricts the extent
to which we can compare dust attenuation of lines and continua in
our sample. To provide the best comparison, in this section only,
we measure the attenuation curves using a fixed 1.76-arcsec-radius
angular aperture (the curves are shown as the dotted lines in Figs 2
and 3). This is slightly larger than the 1.5-arcsec-radius aperture of
the fibre; however, the spectra are taken in worse seeing conditions
than the imaging, and flux measurements at 1.76 arcsec are provided
in the SDSS catalogue, thus preventing any small errors introduced
by the interpolation of the radial flux curves.

Using the same formalism as for dust attenuation of the stellar
continuum (Section 2.1), the amount of dust attenuation of nebular
emission lines in more dusty relative to less dusty galaxies is given
by
τλ,line =

τV ,line Qλ,line ,

(10)

where Qλ,line describes the shape of the attenuation curve applicable
for emission lines. Wild et al. (2011) compared mid-IR and optical emission-line strengths to show that a two-component model
(Charlot & Fall 2000), with diffuse dust accounting for a fraction
(μ) of the optical depth at 5500 Å, and denser birth-cloud dust
accounting for the remainder, is consistent with the emission-line
ratios observed in a wide range of galaxy types:
Qλ,line = (1 − μ)(λ/λV )−m + μ(λ/λV )−n .

(11)

In Wild et al. (2011), we measured μ = 0.4, for the case where
m = 1.3 and n = 0.7. Ultimately, the slopes n and m may also
be measured through comparison between the attenuation curves
measured in this paper and models. However, for the purposes of
this paper, it is sufficient to know that an accurate τ V,line is obtained
from the Balmer emission-line ratios, as shown by Wild et al. (2011).
Equation (11) leads to the dust optical depth for emission lines, as
a function of wavelength and ratio of Hα to Hβ luminosity:




f
fHα,1
−
ln
ln fHβ,1
f
Hβ,2
Hα,2
Qλ,line ,
(12)
τλ,line =
QHβ,line − QHα,line
where QHβ,line − QHα,line = 0.310.
In Fig. 7, we show the ratio of the dust optical depth in the emission lines to the optical depth in the stellar continuum as a function
of ψ S and axial ratio. In both samples, we find a strong trend with
ψ S (left-hand panel), with both low- and high-μ∗ galaxies having a
line-to-continuum attenuation ratio 50 per cent higher at lower ψ S
than at high ψ S . There is also a strong trend with axial ratio, with
high-axial-ratio galaxies having a higher line-to-continuum attenuation ratio than low-axial-ratio galaxies. Similar trends with axial
ratio are observed in both low- and high-μ∗ galaxies, but low-μ∗
galaxies are generally offset to higher overall ratios.
These trends can be interpreted in terms of the two different dust
components in galaxies (diffuse versus birth-cloud dust as described

Figure 7. Dust optical depth towards the Balmer emission lines, relative to the dust optical depth in the continuum at 5500 Å, as a function of ψ S (left-hand
panel) and axial ratio (right-hand panel). Unlike previous figures, the optical depth in the continuum has been measured using a fixed angular aperture of radius
1.76 arcsec to approximately match the emission-line measurements which are obtained through an optical fibre with a 1.5-arcsec-radius aperture in generally
worse seeing conditions. The dotted line indicates the line-to-continuum optical depth ratio from Calzetti (1997b), assuming the same attenuation curve for the
emission lines as used in our analysis (equation 11). The dashed lines are fitted to the data points and are described in the text.
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within 0.35 and 0.5Rpet is 1.16 and 1.09 times that within 0.9Rpet ,
for both samples. This indicates that the presence of a bulge does
not affect the strength of radial gradients in dust distribution.
Measuring the trends of radial gradient strength with ψ S is important in understanding the production and destruction of dust relative
to ongoing or past star formation. The dust gradients reported here,
and elsewhere in the literature for spatially resolved studies of small
numbers of local galaxies (e.g. Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2009), are presumably related to metallicity gradients in spiral discs. However,
because our ψ S measurements relate strictly to the central 3 arcsec
of the galaxies, and the scale of star formation episodes is known to
depend on the rate of star formation (Kennicutt 1998), spatially resolved information on SFRs is required before firm conclusions can
be drawn. Suitable spatially resolved spectral studies of metallicity,
dust and star formation gradients in large numbers of disc galaxies
have yet to be undertaken.

Dust attenuation curves

= 1.6(±0.2) + 1.4(±0.4)b/a
and
τV ,line
= −6.4(±2.6) − 0.9(±0.3)ψ ∗
τV ,cont
= −8.0(±2.6) − 1.1(±0.3)ψ ∗

∗

(high μ )

(14)

(low μ∗ )

(15)

(high μ∗ )

(16)

Calzetti (1997b) measured the same quantity for starburst galaxies, finding E(B − V)stars = 0.44E(B − V)line . For the emissionline attenuation curve given in equation (11), this corresponds to
τ V,line /τ V,cont = 0.44RV,line /RV,cont = 2.08. This is shown as a dotted
line in Fig. 7, which is close to the value measured for high-ψ S
galaxies in our sample.
5.5 The slope of the attenuation curve in the UV
In the previous subsections, we used the larger SDSS+UKIDSS
galaxy sample. We now turn on to the analysis of the subsample
of galaxies with UV fluxes, repeating the pair-matching procedure
from the start. The results of the optical–NIR fits remain the same as
in the full sample, albeit with larger errors resulting from the smaller
sample sizes. In this section, we define the slopes for FUV–NUV
and FUV–u as
log(−Tλ1 ) − log(−Tλ2 )
.
(17)
s =−
log λ1 − log λ2
Note that s would only be equivalent to the power-law slopes (s)
of the previous subsections (equation 9), if the attenuation in the
K band ( τ K ) were equal to zero. Due to the smaller data set
used in this sample, we quote s rather than s in order to provide
measurements that are independent of the optical–NIR attenuation
curves. At these short wavelengths, s and s are not significantly
different. We test this by measuring both s and s from the literature
dust curves, normalizing at the rest-frame wavelength of the K band
at the median redshift of our samples. We find s − s ∼ 0.03, well
within our measurement errors.
To quantify the influence of the strong bump in the MW extinction
curve on broad-band attenuation measurements, we convolve the
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Figure 8. The MW (solid line) and C00 (dashed line) attenuation curves
in the UV–optical wavelength range. Overplotted are the UV filter response
functions from the GALEX and the SDSS u band. The stars (MW) and crosses
(C00) indicate the attenuation in each of these bands after convolution with
the filter functions.

comparison dust curves with the filter response functions (see also
the discussion in Section 2.2). Fig. 8 shows the MW and C00 dust
curves in the UV, with the FUV, NUV and u-band filters overplotted.
The stars/crosses indicate the filter-averaged attenuation of each
curve in the three bands: clearly the filter-averaged attenuation in
the GALEX NUV band for the MW curve is less than the actual
attenuation at 2175 Å. This figure also shows how the slope between
the FUV and NUV bands, at median rest-frame wavelengths of 1430
and 2138 Å, probes the depth of the 2175-Å dust feature, whereas
the slope between the FUV and u bands measures the shape of the
underlying dust continuum.
Table 4 gives the measured UV slopes for all samples, together
with comparison values for dust curves in the literature. In the top
panels of Fig. 9, we find that sFUV–u is slightly higher on average
in the high-μ∗ samples than the low-μ∗ samples. The two samples
straddle the value measured for the MW and C00 curves (sFUV–u =
0.6 in both cases). There is some evidence that the UV attenuation
curve steepens with increasing b/a in the high-μ∗ sample, and there
is a possible steepening of slope with ψ S in the low-μ∗ sample.
In the bottom panels of Fig. 9, we find that sFUV–NUV generally
lies between the values measured from the MW and C00 curves.
The MW extinction curve, with a strong 2175-Å dust bump, has
sFUV–NUV = 0.06, whereas the C00 attenuation curve with no dust
bump has sFUV–NUV = 0.58, similar to the global (FUV–u) slope of
this curve (sFUV–u = 0.62). For the high-μ∗ galaxies, we find that the
bump strength increases strongly with increasing b/a, ranging from
close to the C00 curve in face-on galaxies to close the MW curve
in edge-on galaxies. The same trend is not observed in the low-μ∗
galaxies. A weaker trend of increasing bump strength with decreasing ψ S may reconcile our results with the weak bump observed in
starburst galaxies by C00.
The 2175-Å feature is widely believed to be a pure absorption
feature, with its strength in extinction curves varying depending on
the chemical composition and/or physical environment of the dust
grains (Draine 2003). In attenuation curves, the balance of scattering versus absorption could affect the strength of the feature. The
similarity in overall strength between the low- and high-μ∗ galaxies,
which have different average metallicities, could imply that much
lower metallicities than are present in our sample are required to
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above), with young and old stars suffering different attenuation. The
difference between the high- and low-μ∗ galaxies may relate to the
lower overall metallicity of the diffuse ISM in the latter sample,
leading to lower diffuse dust contents. The slightly non-linear trend
with b/a for the low-μ∗ galaxies follows qualitatively that expected
for a dust disc of finite thickness, with the optical depth of the
diffuse ISM varying with the ratio of scaleheight to scalelength.
One further point of note is the equal ratio found at high ψ S and
low b/a. Such a coincidence of ratios is not expected a priori, as the
former property is intrinsic to the galaxies and the latter is observerdependent. This may indicate the true limit of optical observations,
where significant numbers of sightlines are lost due to high column
densities of diffuse dust, either due to long path-lengths or high dust
contents. Such a ‘skin’ effect would lead to only the stars closest to
the observer contributing to the observed integrated light. We will
return to all these points in Section 7.
As in the case of the radial gradients presented in the previous subsection, in the case where τ V,line /τ V,cont is independent of
the overall dust content, it can be shown that τ V,line / τ V,cont =
τ V,line /τ V,cont . In Appendix A, Fig. A1 shows that this is indeed the
case, and therefore we can write (dashed lines in Fig. 7)
τV ,line
= 0.75(±0.2) + 3.8(±0.6)b/a (low μ∗ )
(13)
τV ,cont
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Table 4. Slopes of the UV attenuation curves for each
SDSS+UKIDSS+GALEX sample (see equation 17), and comparison literature curves.
sFUV–NUV

sFUV–u

μ∗ < 3 × 108
0.28+0.04
−0.03

All galaxies
−11.00 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −9.90

−9.90 < log (ψ S /yr−1 ) < −9.75
−9.75 < log (ψ S /yr−1 ) < −9.62
< −9.46

−9.46 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −9.25

−9.25 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −7.90

0.0 < b/a < 0.4
0.4 < b/a < 0.6
0.6 < b/a < 0.8
0.8 < b/a < 1.0

0.54+0.02
−0.03
0.36+0.09
−0.08
0.44+0.08
−0.08
0.68+0.10
−0.07
0.45+0.07
−0.06
0.57+0.07
−0.06
0.65+0.07
−0.06
0.55+0.05
−0.05
0.56+0.06
−0.04
0.53+0.08
−0.06
0.53+0.08
−0.08

μ∗ > 3 × 108
0.32+0.04
−0.05

All galaxies

0.8 < b/a < 1.0

0.22+0.10
−0.09
0.21+0.15
−0.13
0.30+0.18
−0.12
0.39+0.10
−0.11
0.29+0.10
−0.09
0.07+0.11
−0.09
0.23+0.10
−0.08
0.48+0.10
−0.10
0.56+0.09
−0.11

MW (CCM+OD)
C00
LMC
SMC barc

0.06
0.58
0.27
1.24

−11.00 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −9.90

−9.90 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −9.75

−9.75 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −9.62

−9.62 < log (ψ S /yr−1 ) < −9.46
−9.46 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

< −7.90

0.0 < b/a < 0.4
0.4 < b/a < 0.6
0.6 < b/a < 0.8

0.74+0.03
−0.02
0.88+0.08
−0.07
0.66+0.10
−0.08
0.73+0.09
−0.10
0.72+0.07
−0.07
0.67+0.06
−0.05
0.67+0.07
−0.08
0.64+0.06
−0.06
0.78+0.06
−0.05
0.88+0.08
−0.05
0.64
0.62
0.71
1.24

reduce the strength of the feature through chemical composition
effects. The samples studied here are dominated by luminous and
relatively massive galaxies. The C00 curve is well known for the
lack of the 2175-Å feature, which may be due to dust grain destruction in the extreme physical environment. Again, although there is a
hint in the data that the strength of the 2175-Å feature weakens with
increasing ψ S , the samples studied here are dominated by ordinary
star-forming galaxies, not extreme starbursts.
The trend with axial ratio in the high-μ∗ galaxies is interesting,
as is the fact that the same trend is not seen in the low-μ∗ galaxies.
The lack of the overall difference in strength between the high- and
low-μ∗ samples implies that metallicity effects are not important
here, which leaves the possibility of geometric effects. If dust is distributed uniformly with the stars, then by increasing the inclination
of the galaxy, the amount of interstellar dust that starlight passes
through on its way to the observer increases, which will increase
the optical depth of absorption by the grains responsible for the
2175-Å feature. However, in the case of high-μ∗ galaxies, which
have significant bulges, the axial ratio is not as cleanly linked to
inclination as in the case of low-μ∗ galaxies. This makes our results
difficult to interpret without further image decomposition that is not
possible with GALEX data.

6 G L O BA L F I T O F T H E D U S T
AT T E N UAT I O N C U RV E
In the previous section, we used a combination of a parametrized
fit and direct colour measurements to study the shape of the attenuation curves for independent galaxy samples binned by ψ S and
axial ratio. Parametrized fits of binned samples are important for
robustly identifying systematic changes, but they do not provide an
‘attenuation law’ that can be used at all wavelengths in all data sets.
In this section, we provide an empirically derived curve to describe
the attenuation by dust at arbitrary wavelength, as a function of ψ S
and axial ratio, suitable for any observational data set. Where ψ S
and axial ratio are unknown, and no informed guess can be made,
the ‘typical’ curve may be defined at the central points of ψ S ∼ −9.5
and b/a ∼0.6.
In this section, the data are not binned in ψ S or b/a, so that each
galaxy pair can be included at its rest-frame wavelength, and a
smooth function with ψ S and b/a can be derived. We use a multiple
smoothly broken power law to describe the shape of the curve
(Guidorzi et al. 2009).
In order to derive an average attenuation curve shape (Qλ ) without
prior binning of the data, we require an estimate of the optical
depth in the continuum ( τ V,cont ) for each pair, a quantity not
known a priori. We therefore use the emission-line optical depth,
taking into account the variation in line-to-continuum dust opacity
( τ V,line / τ V,cont ) with ψ S and b/a observed in Section 5.4, and the
radial gradients in overall dust content observed in Section 5.3.
With only two broad bands in the UV, an accurate description of
the 2175-Å region of the attenuation curve is not possible. While
there is a definite change in slope of the curves, indicative of the
2175-Å feature observed along most lines of sight in the MW,
we are unable to constrain the precise shape of this feature. We
have therefore chosen to define a break in the attenuation curve
at the central wavelength of the feature observed in the MW, but
interpolate smoothly over the broad-band observations. This will
not cause significant errors in the correction of broad-band fluxes
for dust attenuation. However, when using our empirical curve to
correct spectral observations, or narrow-band fluxes, readers should
be aware of the limitations of our observations.
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−9.62 < log (ψ S

/yr−1 )

0.09+0.14
−0.12
0.26+0.17
−0.11
0.47+0.14
−0.15
0.23+0.09
−0.08
0.26+0.08
−0.09
0.41+0.11
−0.11
0.30+0.06
−0.08
0.30+0.06
−0.08
0.19+0.12
−0.08
0.33+0.10
−0.12

We conclude that a 2175-Å dust feature is present in most types
of luminous galaxies, except possibly at high ψ S , but its observed
strength in attenuation curves can be modified by geometric effects.
How these geometric effects act will require better spatially resolved
observations and more detailed evaluation of dust models.
The implications of a significant 2175-Å dust feature extend
beyond interest in the composition of dust grains, as it impacts
significantly the observed UV spectral slope of galaxies (see also
Burgarella et al. 2005), and thus estimates of the SFR density at
high redshift (Meurer, Heckman & Calzetti 1999; Bouwens et al.
2009), and the metallicity and dust contents of high-redshift galaxies
(Meurer et al. 1997; Bouwens et al. 2010; Dunlop et al. 2011).
Predictions for the exact strength of the effect are difficult, given
the wide variety of bands used to measure the UV spectral slope
(commonly referred to as β) and the lack of constraints on the stellar
population of high-redshift galaxies. However, when the reddest
band used to measure β lies close to 2175 Å as in Bouwens et al.
(2010), incorrectly assuming a dust curve with no 2175-Å feature
would lead to an underestimation of the amount of dust, leading to
the incorrect conclusion that the stellar populations are extremely
metal poor.
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The curve is composed of four power-law functions with exponents s[1–4] smoothly joined with a smoothness parameter n. We
define the position of the three break points (λb[1–3],eff ) at 0.2175,
0.3 and 0.8 μm, respectively. The first is motivated by the central
position of the dust bump in the MW curve. The second break point
is positioned to produce a smooth transition between the steeper
optical and shallower NUV slopes observed. The final break position is motivated by the results of our parametrized fits in Section 5.
The sampling of the curves is too sparse to fit for the smoothness
parameter n, and therefore we fix this to be 20 which results in a
sufficiently smooth curve.
Following the formalism set out in Section 2.2, the shape of the
attenuation curve is given by

Qλ =

1
N



λ
λb1

n s1  n s2  n s3  n s4
λ
λ
λ
+
+
+
λb1
λb2
λb3

−1/n

,

(18)

where N is the normalization, defined such that the curve is unity at
5500 Å; QV = 1; n = 20 defines the smoothness of the breaks. Note
that due to the smoothing, the exponents of equation (18) are not all
trivially related to the slopes measured in the previous section.
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The effective positions of the break points are converted into the
λb[1–3] values according to
λb1 = λb1,eff ,
λb2 =

(19)

λsb12
λb2,eff

1/s3
s2 −s3

λb23
λb3,eff

(20)

,

(21)

1/s4

s

λb3 =

,

s3 −s4

with the effective positions of the breaks as motivated above.
The power-law slopes are allowed to vary with both axial ratio
and ψ S according to simple linear functions
s1 = c1 + c2 (b/a)c + c3 (ψc ),

(22)

s2 = c4 + c5 (b/a)c + c6 (ψc ),

(23)

s3 = c7 + c8 (b/a)c + c9 (ψc ),

(24)

s4 = 1.6,

(25)
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Figure 9. Power-law slope of the attenuation curves in the UV wavelength range, as a function of ψ S (left-hand panels) and observed axial ratio (right-hand
panels). In the top panels, we plot FUV–u-band slope. The lower panels show the FUV–NUV slope. For clarity in the lower panels, the high-μ∗ symbols have
been offset slightly to the right-hand side. The horizontal lines mark the corresponding slopes for the MW (dotted line), C00 (grey, solid line), LMC (dashed
line) and SMC-bar (dot–dashed line) curves after convolving with the filter response functions. The FUV–u and FUV–NUV slopes of the SMC-bar extinction
curve are 1.24, which is beyond the axis range.
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Table 5. Fitted constants for equation (18), which define the shape of the
dust attenuation curve as a function of ψ S and axial ratio.
Sample

c1

c2

c3

c4

c5

c6

c7

c8

c9

μ∗ < 3 × 108 0.15 0.00 0.20 0.70 0.00 0.40 1.10 0.40 −0.10
μ∗ > 3 × 108 0.20 0.90 0.10 1.10 0.30 −0.20 1.30 0.60 0.10

6.1 Comparison with other curves
In Fig. 12, we compare the dust curves derived here to the MW and
C00 dust curves, for galaxies with ψ S = −9.5 and b/a = 0.6. For
a galaxy with attenuation in the stellar continua of AV = 1, the yaxis represents the difference in attenuation in magnitudes. The very
steep attenuation in the blue found for the high-μ∗ galaxies is evident
here, as is the strong 2175-Å feature compared to the C00 curve. For
the low-μ∗ galaxies, the attenuation is almost indistinguishable from
C00 redwards of 5500 Å, although the curves differ substantially
in the blue, and the lack of a 2175-Å feature in the C00 curve is
again evident. However, it is clear that for the low-μ∗ galaxies, the
feature is not as strong as in the MW.
A complete dust attenuation curve is built from the shape (Qλ ),
and the normalization, that is, the amount of dust attenuation suffered by the continuum at 5500 Å (τ V ).10 The most appropriate estimator for τ V will depend on the particular data set. If the Balmer
emission lines are used, then equations (13) and (15) provide the
conversion between τ V,line and τ V,cont when the Balmer emission
lines and continuum measurements are made within the same aperture. This is the best estimate possible with the SDSS data, but it
assumes that the ratio measured within a 3-arcsec-diameter fibre is
representative of the entire galaxy. Other possible estimations of τ V
could come from the measurement of the dust emission in the FIR
(da Cunha, Charlot & Elbaz 2008), or depth of the mid-IR silicate
absorption feature (Wild et al. 2011).
7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Our main results are as follows:

7.1 Comparison to the two-component dust model
The primary aim of this paper is to measure the shape of the
dust attenuation curve of star-forming galaxies of different types.
We now provide simple qualitative arguments to interpret the observed trends in the context of the distribution of dust and stars
in galaxies. Fig. 13 depicts a pictorial representation of one possible configuration for the global distribution of dust in starforming galaxies, which can account for the majority of our results. This model for the distribution of dust relative to stars
is based upon the popular two-component dust model, in which
star-forming regions are surrounded by dense birth clouds, which
evaporate on time-scales similar to the main-sequence lifetimes
of B stars (∼107 yr). The remainder of the ISM contains diffuse
dust.
This two-component dust distribution has been included in several models for dust in galaxies (Silva et al. 1998; Charlot & Fall
2000; Popescu et al. 2000; Tuffs et al. 2004). However, many important details of the model are unconstrained by observations. For
example, how is the diffuse dust distributed relative to stars in the
galaxy discs, how does dust content change with SFRs, and what is
the covering factor of the stellar birth clouds? Here, we attempt to
address these questions in light of our new results combined with
results in the literature.

(i) NIR slope. The slope of the attenuation curve in the NIR is
consistent with that measured for the MW extinction curve (∼1.6)
7.1.1 Covering factor of birth clouds
10

Note that this is different from Calzetti et al. (2000) who define the
normalization by the amount of dust in the Balmer emission lines, and
include the conversion between the amount of dust in the lines and continuum
in the formula for the attenuation curve itself.

As discussed in detail in Section 1, one popular method for studying
dust attenuation in galaxies is by comparing the SEDs of inclined
and face-on galaxies. Through such a study, Yip et al. (2010) found
that the distribution of the ratio of Hα to Hβ luminosity does not
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where (b/a)c = (b/a) − 0.6 and ψ c = ψ S + 9.5. The functions
are valid in the primary parameter ranges covered by the binned
samples studied in this paper: 0.3 < b/a < 0.9 and −10.2 < ψ S
< −9.3 for high μ∗ and −10.0 < ψ S < −9.1 for low μ∗ , and should
not be extrapolated beyond these values. For galaxies outside these
ranges, the functions could be calculated at the minimal or maximal
extent of the range probed in our samples. The free parameters for
high- and low-μ∗ galaxies are provided in Table 5.
Fig. 10 shows the shape of the attenuation curves (Qλ ) for different values of ψ S and axial ratio. Fig. 11 compares the observed
attenuation in our binned galaxy samples to the appropriate empirical curves for the median ψ S and axial ratio of each sample.
Overall, the agreement is excellent, with no trend in residuals with
either parameter.

for all types of galaxies, irrespective of ψ S , inclination angle or the
presence or absence of a bulge.
(ii) Optical/UV slope. We find significant trends in the optical/UV slope of the attenuation curve with galaxy properties. The
high-μ∗ galaxies show a steeper blue/UV slope than the low-μ∗
galaxies and the average MW extinction curve. A flattening of the
slope with increasing inclination is evident in both the high- and
low-μ∗ galaxies. There is no trend in optical slope with total optical
depth.
(iii) 2175-Å feature. Most samples of galaxies exhibit a discontinuity in the UV attenuation curve that is suggestive of a 2175-Å
dust feature at a level that is slightly weaker than seen in the MW.
In the high-μ∗ galaxies, the strength of the feature varies with axial
ratio, from as strong as that observed in the MW extinction curve
at low axial ratios to undetected at high axial ratios. There is some
evidence that the bump weakens with increasing ψ S .
(iv) UV dust attenuation. For low-μ∗ (high-μ∗ ) galaxies with
AV = 1, we find typically 0.3 (1.0) mag more attenuation in the
NUV compared to the C00 curve for starburst galaxies.
(v) Emission lines. We find that Balmer emission lines experience
two to four times more attenuation than the continuum at 5500 Å
within the 3-arcsec SDSS fibre aperture. The ratio of emission line
to continuum dust optical depths (τ V,line /τ V,cont ) varies strongly with
galaxy properties. It decreases with increasing ψ S , increases with
increasing axial ratio (decreasing inclination) and is lower in highμ∗ than in low-μ∗ galaxies.
(vi) Radial gradients. Radial gradients are significant in all samples, and increase with increasing ψ S . The strength of the gradients
is not modified by the presence of a bulge.
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Figure 11. The observed shape of the dust attenuation curves in the binned samples (with UV data: crosses; without UV data: stars [i.e.normalized version of
Figs 2 and 3]), compared with the empirical dust curve shapes derived from the entire (unbinned) samples (line and diamonds). The median ψ S and b/a of the
binned samples have been used to extract the appropriate attenuation curve from equation (18); these are given at the bottom left-hand side of each panel. The
left-hand (right-hand) panels show the low-μ∗ (high-μ∗ ) samples. The top (bottom) panels show the samples binned in ψ S (b/a).

vary with galaxy inclination. There are two plausible explanations
for this result: (i) emission lines are attenuated predominantly by
the birth cloud from which they originate. The increase in dust
opacity caused by an increase in path-length through the diffuse
ISM dust is insignificant in comparison to the difference in dust
opacity between the birth clouds and ISM. (ii) Sightlines to starforming regions that lie deeper within a galaxy are entirely opaque,
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causing us to measure the dust opacity only towards star-forming
regions in an outer ‘skin’.
These different scenarios can alternatively be expressed in terms
of the covering factor of stellar birth clouds in galaxies. If the covering factor is high, optical radiation from stars and gas produced
in the inner layers of the galaxy will have near-unit probability of
being absorbed by a dense cloud before escaping from the galaxy
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Figure 10. Dust attenuation curve shape (Qλ ), as given by equation (18), as a function of ψ S (top panels) and axial ratio (bottom panels) for galaxies with low
μ∗ (left-hand panels) and high μ∗ (right-hand panels). Attenuation curves at the values of log10 ψ S = [ − 9.9, −9.7, −9.5, −9.3, −9.1] and b/a = [0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
0.8, 1.0] are shown as different style lines, as indicated in the top right-hand side of each panel. When variation with ψ S (b/a) is shown, b/a (log10 ψ S ) is held
constant at 0.6 (−9.5).
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galaxy population? Our results suggest that only in highly inclined
galaxies and galaxies with very high ψ S , where the diffuse dust optical depths are high due to long path-lengths or large diffuse dust
contents, are optical data limited by dust.

7.1.2 Dust scaleheight and mixing with stars

(skin model). Such an effect is not supported in general by the fact
that SFR estimates from optical emission lines correlate well with
those estimated from mid-IR and far-IR radiation; nor by the weak
trend between ψ S and b/a mentioned in Section 4; nor by the weak
trend between Hα equivalent width and inclination measured by Yip
et al. (2010). Additional evidence against a significant skin effect
comes from measurements of Hα rotation curves, which find less
than unity optical depths to Hα at all but the steepest inclination angles (Goad & Roberts 1981; Giovanelli & Haynes 2002; Misiriotis
2005).
These observational results suggest that optically-thick birth
clouds have a low covering factor in ordinary star-forming galaxies.
Only in highly inclined galaxies do we see some evidence for a
skin effect, as we observe a slight decrease in observed radial gradient strength (Fig. 6). It is well known that optical data alone are
insufficient to study some unusual galaxies, due to large dust optical depths. Does this limitation of optical data apply to the general

Figure 13. Pictorial representation of the distribution of dust in galaxies, which qualitatively can account for most results found in this paper. The bulge has
been omitted for clarity, but is expected to contain predominantly old stars with little diffuse dust.
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Figure 12. The difference between the shapes of the attenuation curve
derived in this paper for galaxies with log10 ψ S = −9.5 and b/a = 0.6, and
the C00 (stars) and MW (crosses) curves. The top (bottom) panel shows
the comparison with the attenuation curve for low-μ∗ (high-μ∗ ) galaxies.
The NUV point on the MW curve has been convolved with the GALEX
NUV filter for this comparison; this convolution is not necessary for other
wavelengths or for the C00 curve (see Fig. 8).

If stellar birth clouds have a small covering factor, then most of the
light dominating the UV–NIR emission from a star-forming galaxy
has been attenuated by diffuse ISM dust alone. The geometrical
arrangement of stars mixed with a dusty ISM can lead to an attenuation curve that is flatter (i.e. greyer) than the underlying extinction
curve. This is because, at any wavelength, the emergent radiation
is dominated by photons that are emitted by sources lying behind
dust columns with less than unity optical depth. Thus, emergent red
light originates from deeper within the galaxy than blue light, and
attenuation appears more constant with wavelength. In Section 5.1
and Fig. 4, we found that, in contrast, galaxies with high μ∗ have
an attenuation curve that is steeper than expected at UV–optical
wavelengths. This could occur if older/redder stars suffer less attenuation on average than younger/bluer stars, for example, if both the
younger stars and diffuse dust have a smaller scaleheight than older
stars. In the case of high-μ∗ galaxies, there could be an additional
effect from the presence of a bulge: galaxy bulges tend to have older
stellar populations than galaxy discs, and sightlines not obscured
by the disc may have lower dust contents.
The observed universality of the slope of the NIR attenuation
curve (Fig. 5), with a value equal to that of the MW extinction
curve, implies a universal-size distribution for large dust grains,
and additionally sets further constraints on the relative geometry
of old stars and dust in galaxies. For the old stars to suffer screenlike dust extinction, they must predominantly lie outside the dust
disc. This could occur through heating/migration effects of stars in
galaxy discs, or through the thick disc being built through minor
mergers of satellite galaxies which cease star formation as soon as
they lose their gas supplies.
Xilouris et al. (1999) and Dalcanton, Yoachim & Bernstein
(2004) have also suggested that diffuse interstellar dust is distributed
throughout the disc with a smaller scaleheight than that of the stars,
following observations of a small number of local galaxies. A variable scaleheight for dust is also included in the models of, for

Dust attenuation curves
example, Tuffs et al. (2004). Matching the trends presented in this
paper to detailed models of the dust and star distribution in galaxies
will reveal quantitative values such as the relative scaleheights of
stars and dust and the total opacity in galactic discs, as a function
of specific SFR.

7.1.3 Diffuse and birth-cloud dust
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and dust content is intriguing, but observationally we are limited by
the 3-arcsec SDSS fibre; spatially resolved spectroscopic studies of
spiral galaxies will allow us to explore this area further.
7.1.4 Summary
Taken together, our observations are broadly consistent with the
popular two-component model for the distribution of dust in galaxies, although several points remain unexplained. In Fig. 13, we have
suggested some improvements to the basic picture, based upon results in this paper. In detail, we suggest a low covering factor for
the dense birth clouds surrounding the youngest stars, we infer a
scaleheight for the dust that is smaller than that of the old stars,
and we suggest a radial gradient in the amount of diffuse ISM dust
with more dust found towards the centre of the galaxy, particularly
in galaxies with high ψ S . Clearly, a more quantitative comparison
between our results and detailed models will lead to a deeper understanding of the production and destruction of dust in the Universe.
7.2 Applying the dust attenuation curve
The general properties of the galaxies studied in this paper are
summarized in Fig. 1, and the dust curves presented here should be
applied with caution to galaxies outside these ranges. In order to
apply the dust attenuation curves provided in this paper to the SED
of a star-forming galaxy, we should follow the steps given below:
(i) Does the galaxy have a significant bulge? If so, use the coefficients for the high-μ∗ galaxies. Otherwise, use the coefficients for
the low-μ∗ galaxies.
(ii) Determine the inclination and ψ S of the galaxy, and if either
is unknown, then set b/a = 0.6 and log ψ S = −9.5.
(iii) Determine τ V,cont of the galaxy. If using the Balmer emission
lines, then
(a) take into account the strong dependence of τ V,line /τ V,cont on
inclination and ψ S ; and
(b) ensure that the emission lines are measured using the same
aperture as the continuum data, or correct for radial gradients using
Fig. 6.
(iv) Determine the shape of the appropriate attenuation curve
from equation (18), or using the IDL code provided in Appendix C.
The attenuation curves presented in this work, like that of C00,
account for the effects of mixed dust–star geometry and global
geometry in galaxies. Unlike the MW, or Magellanic extinction
curves, our attenuation curve does not assume a screen-like dust
geometry. Additionally, including the dependence on ψ S accounts
for the different forms of attenuation that different types of stars
suffer from, and the changing balance of these types of star to the
integrated light of the galaxy depending on the SFR of the galaxy.
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In Section 5.4 and Fig. 7, we observe strong trends in the ratio of lineto-continuum dust opacity as a function of axial ratio, ψ S and μ∗ .
As discussed above, within the framework of the two-component
dust model, the greater attenuation observed in the nebular emission
lines compared to the stellar continuum is attributed to the additional
attenuation caused by the stellar birth clouds surrounding the hot OB
stars that produce the emission lines. The covering factor of these
birth clouds is unknown, although we argued above that it is likely
to be small. If this is the case, then we can, to first approximation,
assume that the attenuation of the emission lines arises primarily
from dust in the birth clouds, and the attenuation of the stellar
continuum arises from dust in the diffuse ISM.
In more inclined galaxies, the path-length through the diffuse dust
is greater: the observed opacity towards all sources lying within the
dust disc increases with increasing inclination. This can have a
significant effect on the optical depth measured in the continuum.
By virtue of the significantly larger opacities of the birth clouds
compared to the diffuse ISM dust, inclination will have less impact
on the total optical depth measured in the Balmer emission lines so
long as the opacity of the ISM is low enough. Thus, the observed
correlation between the ratio of line to continuum dust opacity and
axial ratio, and the invariance of the ratio of Hα to Hβ luminosity
with inclination found by Yip et al. (2010), is consistent with a twocomponent dust model, in which the birth clouds have significantly
greater dust optical depths than the diffuse ISM. The increase in
strength of the 2175-Å absorption feature with inclination in the
bulge-dominated galaxies may also be related to an increase in
diffuse dust opacity. However, the lack of a similar trend in the lowμ∗ galaxies is puzzling. The answer to this question may provide
clues to the nature of the grain responsible for the 2175-Å absorption
feature.
At least two factors could cause the trend found between the
ratio of line to continuum dust opacity and ψ S . First, the greater
contribution of young stars to the V-band continuum light in highψ S galaxies may cause the measured τ V,cont to approach τ V,line at
high ψ S if these younger stars suffer greater dust attenuation relative
to older stars. Secondly, a decrease in diffuse dust content from starforming to quiescent galaxies would reproduce the observed trend.
Given the significant amplitude of the observed trend, and the small
quantities of diffuse dust found in elliptical galaxies, we believe
this to be the most plausible explanation. Such an evolution would
have implications for theories of dust grain formation during star
formation, and dust grain destruction in the diffuse ISM. The larger
ratio of line to continuum dust opacity in low-μ∗ galaxies may
relate to a decreased diffuse dust content in these lower metallicity
galaxies. The trend is in qualitative agreement with observations of
diffuse FIR emission, which show that later-type spirals having a
lower fraction of diffuse dust than early-type spirals (Sauvage &
Thuan 1992).
Finally, the strong radial gradients found in the attenuation of the
stellar continua (Fig. 6) imply that the central regions of galaxies
are dustier than the outskirts, a result presumably related to the
metallicity gradients observed in galaxy discs. The link between ψ S
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As described in Section 2.2, there are some important features of the new pair-matching method to be aware of if the same experiment is to
be repeated on different data sets. In Figs A1 and A2, we present some simple tests to show that our method is valid for the data set used in
this paper.

Figure A2. In the left-hand figure, we compare attenuation curves derived from galaxy pairs matched on ψ S estimated from Hα within the 3-arcsec
SDSS fibre divided by the stellar mass estimated from the optical photometry (left-hand panel), and a pure photometric estimate of ψ S (right-hand
panel). We find that the observed attenuation curves are substantially weaker when using the pair-matching based upon photometric estimates of ψ S .
In the right-hand figure, we investigate the reason for this comparing the two ψ S estimates in the dustiest members of the pairs as a function of the
ratio of Hα to Hβ luminosity (2D histogram in log number of galaxies). We find that the photometric ψ S is systematically lower in galaxies with
a high ratio of Hα to Hβ luminosity. This is not unexpected as it is difficult to distinguish dust reddening from an older stellar population using
optical photometry alone. The resulting correlation between stellar population and dust content causes the attenuation curve to appear considerably flatter.
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Figure A1. The optical slope (left-hand panels) and τ V,line / τ V,cont ratio measured from samples of low-μ∗ (top panels) and high-μ∗ (bottom
panels) galaxies, where the pairs of galaxies are required to have τ V,line = [0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9] ± 0.2 (points from the left-hand to right-hand
side). This shows that there is no variation in the shape of the dust curves or in the line-to-continuum optical depth ratio, with continuum optical depth.
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APPENDIX B: SQL QUERIES
The queries below are run on the SDSS Catalog Archive Server (http://casjobs.sdss.org/casjobs/), WFCAM Science Archive
(http://surveys.roe.ac.uk/wsa/) and MAST Catalog Archive Server (http://mastweb.stsci.edu/gcasjobs/), respectively. The resulting data tables
are joined manually on SDSS specObjID, using a purpose-designed IDL code. Here we provide an extract of each query; the full SQL code
is available online as Supporting Information.
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Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article:
Table 2. Averaged attenuation curves, normalized to zero at K (Tλ , equation 7), for each sample studied in this paper.
Appendix B. Full SQL code to query the SDSS, UKIDSS and GALEX data bases.
Please note: Wiley-Blackwell are not responsible for the content or functionality of any supporting materials supplied by the authors. Any
queries (other than missing material) should be directed to the corresponding author for the article.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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